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INDUSTRIAL GRADE CLOTH & DUCT TAPES
PRO-DUCT 110  
MEDIUM GRADE TAPE

Silver
Green
Black
Burgundy
Orange

Red
Yellow
Light Green

Olive Drab
Blue
Brown

Tan

White

PRO-DUCT 100 
ECONOMY TAPE

Silver
Black
White

Silver
Black

PRO-DUCT 120  
PREMIUM GRADE TAPE

Silver
Green
Black
Burgundy
Orange

Red
Yellow
Light Green

Olive Drab
Blue
Brown

Tan

White

PRO-DUCT 130  
HEAVY DUTY GRADE TAPE

Olive Drab
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Pro-Duct 130 is typically used in motorsports,  
silk screening, plastering, stucco masking,  
HVAC duct systems, bundling, seaming and splicing. 
Meets Gov’t spec PPP-T-60E Type IV class I.

  Thickness: 12.5mils                     Tensile: 40 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 55 oz./inch        Elongation: 10%

  Temperature Range: 200° F 

Pro-Duct 120 is typically used in HVAC industry on  
sheet metal and flex duct. Other applications include 
carton sealing, book binding, seat repair, holding and 
bundling.

  Thickness: 10mils                        Tensile: 27 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch        Elongation: 15%

  Temperature Range: 200° F

General purpose duct tape for bundling, sealing ,  
repairing and waterproofing.

  Thickness: 7.5mils                       Tensile: 18 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 44 oz./inch        Elongation: 17% 

  Temperature Range: 200° F

A general purpose Duct tape used for bundling, 
holding, repairing and general purpose packaging.

  Thickness: 9 mils                         Tensile: 23 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch        Elongation: 16%

  Temperature Range: 200° F



INDUSTRIAL GRADE CLOTH & DUCT TAPES
PRO-DUCT 160  
TRANSPARENT TAPE

PRO-GAFFER® 
INDUSTRIAL VINYL CLOTH TAPE

PRO-170  
METALIZED CLOTH TAPE 

Silver

PRO-DUCT 150  
BUTYL RUBBER TAPE
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Black with  
black adhesive.

Pro-Duct 150 is used for joint sealing (water and 
air) for stainless steel and plywood for the housing 
industry. Excellent adhesion for low and high 
temperature applications. Excellent durability 
for several years. Self wound.

  Thickness: 15.2mils                    Tensile: 24 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: N/A Permanent Butyl Rubber

  Elongation: 10%            Temperature Range: 200° F

Pro-Duct 160 is a versatile waterproof poly/scrim  
duct tape that can be used in a wide range of  
sealing, joining, repairing, binding and protecting 
applications. Has superior water resistance. Acrylic 
adhesive and easy cross tear. UV Resistant.

  Thickness: 6mils                          Tensile: 36 lbs./inch

   Adhesion to steel: 36 oz./inch        Elongation: 20% 

  Temperature Range: 200° F

High strength cloth tape that  
provides superior adhesion and 
performance. Ideally suited for a  
wide range of holding, sealing, splicing, bookbinding 
and decorative applications. Matte surface backing.

  Thickness: 12mils                         Tensile: 48 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch          Elongation: 5%

  Temperature Range: 200° F

High tensile cloth coated with an aggressive 
natural rubber adhesive. Designed for applications 
where a high grade of cloth is needed and the 
appearance of a metalized backing is preferred. 
Meets BOCA, and L.A. County codes.

  Thickness: 11mils                         Tensile: 24 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 48 oz./inch          Elongation: 18%

  Temperature Range: 175° F

White
Grey
Red
Tan
Electric Blue

Blue
Green

Yellow 

Teal
Brown

Black

Burgundy

Purple
Olive Drab



INDUSTRIAL GRADE CLOTH & DUCT TAPES

PRO-CAMO REALTREE HARDWOOD ™ 
CAMOUFLAGE DUCT TAPE

PRO-TECT 140 ATHLETIC TAPE PRO-FRICTION TAPE 

PRO-CAMO MATTE FINISH 
PREMIUM CLOTH
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This Camouflage tape has a matte finish and non-reflective 
surface. Removes cleanly from most surfaces and is 
waterproof. Great for rifles, paint ball guns, vehicles, 
hunting or outdoor equipment. It’s hand tearable and 
abrasion resistant. 

A camouflage duct tape used by hunters, paint ballers and 
fishermen. Good for wrapping tree stands, motors, shiny 
metal boat parts or any small camouflage job. 

  Thickness: 10mils                         Tensile: 27 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 50 oz./inch         Elongation: 15%

  Temperature Range: 50° F to 250° F

  Thickness: 10mils                      Tensile: 40 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 15 oz./inch        

  Thickness: 15mils                       Tensile: 40 lbs/inch

  Adhesion to steel: 12 oz./inch min.      

Polyester cotton blend Athletic tape can be used for 
wrapping ankles or wrists as well as bats, hockey sticks 
or work tools. The pressure sensitive adhesive passed the 
requirements for primary skin irritation with a Primary 
Dermal irritation index of 0.0. This product can also be 
custom printed.

A high quality fabric that’s coated on both sides with a black 
rubber adhesive compound. Provides good adhesion to most 
surfaces. Rubber based adhesive makes it an electrical insula-
tor and provides a degree of protection from liquids and cor-
rosion. Also used for hockey stick blades, bats, or tools 
to improve grip control. Cello-Wrapped.

   Thickness: 12 mils                            Tensile: 48 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch        Elongation: 5%

  Temperature Range: 200° F



PRO-GAFFER FLOURESCENT 
VINYL CLOTH TAPE

PRO-DUCT 139 FLOURESCENT 
DUCT TAPE 
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Pro-139 is a specialty grade duct tape available 
in 4 brilliant fluorescent colors. Applications include
sealing cartons, binding books, repairing seats, 
color coding, splicing and repairing. 

High strength cloth tape that provides superior 
adhesion and performance. Ideally suited for a 
wide range of holding, sealing, splicing,
bookbinding, and decorative applications. 
Matte surface backing.

  Thickness: 10mils                         Tensile: 27lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 50 oz./inch        Elongation: 10%

  Temperature Range: 200° F

High speed, wide web slitting and automated packaging.

INDUSTRIAL GRADE CLOTH & DUCT TAPES

Fl. Pink
Fl. Orange
Fl. Green
Fl. Yellow

  Thickness: 12 mils                              Tensile: 48 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch        Elongation: 5%

  Temperature Range: 200° F 



PACKAGING TAPES
PRO-162 HEAVY DUTY 
PREMIUM FILAMENT TAPE

PRO-167 PREMIUM MEDIUM DUTY 
PREMIUM FILAMENT TAPE

PRO-180™ ECONOMY 
FILAMENT TAPE
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  Thickness: 6.6 mils                     Tensile: 380 lbs/inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 75 oz.           Elongation: 5% 

  Temperature Range: 180° F

Pro-167 is a general purpose packaging tape reinforced with 
continuous glass-yarn filaments that give the tape high ten-
sile strength and low stretch. Clear backing provides excel-
lent abrasion and moisture resistance. 

Pro-162 is a high performance glass yarn filament tape 
with extreme tensile strength. The transparent backing has 
excellent abrasion, moisture, and scuff resistance. Designed 
for long term holding power. Meets ASTM D5330, type II .

 Thickness: 6 mils                        Tensile: 300 lbs/inch      

Adhesion to steel: 55 oz./inch       Elongation: 4.5% 

Temperature Range: 180° F

  Thickness: 4mils                        Tensile: 100 lbs./inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 48 oz./inch        Elongation: 3% 

  Temperature Range: 150° F

Pro-180 is a utility grade Fiberglass reinforced tape de-
signed for packaging, palletizing and unitizing. Excellent 
adhesion to kraft cartons

PRO-185 HEAVY DUTY 
PAPER PACKAGING TAPE

  Thickness: 7mils                          Tensile: 36 lbs./inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch     Elongation: 7%  

  Temperature Range: 150° F

Pro-185 can be used for carton sealing, packaging,  
silk screening, picture framing, splicing and tabbing.  
This flatback paper tape has an aggressive synthetic  
rubber based adhesive.



PACKAGING TAPES
PRO-919 HEAVY DUTY POLYPROPYLENE 
CARTON SEALING TAPE

PRO-188 NON-STAINING TENSILIZED 
POLYPROPYLENE STRAPPING TAPE

PRO-929 HIGH PERFORMANCE  
BOX SEALING TAPE
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Pro-929 is a superior performance packaging tape used for box 
sealing, splicing and other demanding packaging applications. 
This product combines a strong abrasion resistant backing made 
of biaxially oriented polyester with a strong consistent  hot melt 
rubber resin adhesive system. Available in clear and tan. 
Meets rule 41 standards.

   Thickness: 3.43mils                       Tensile: 68 lbs/inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 78 oz./Inch Elongation: 130% 

Pro-188 is ideal for securing in the appliance and furniture 
industry as well as any heavy duty strapping or bundling.  
It is a specially designed strapping tape that is stain and  
adhesive transfer resistant. 

  Thickness: 4.5mils                      Tensile: 162 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 64 oz./inch        Elongation: 35% 

  Temperature Range: 120°F

Pro-919 is a heavy duty polypropylene film coated with a high 
tack adhesive and designed for smooth easy dispensing: either 
manually or automatically. Used for automatic packaging and 
carton sealing equipment lines. Clear and tan.

  Thickness: 3.46  mils                   Tensile: 50 lbs/inch

Adhesion to steel: 57 oz./inch Elongation: 220% 

  

PRO-SEAL™ 300P PRINTED  
POLYPROPYLENE TAPES

Printed box sealing tapes. Custom and standard prints. Outstand-
ing holding power. Water and abrasion resistant. Excellent for all 
general purpose carton sealing applications. Designed for smooth, 
easy dispensing. Custom and standard printing available.

  Thickness: 2mils                      Tensile: 23 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch   Elongation: 120% 

  Temperature Range: N/A

TanIvory
Clear

Tan
Clear



PACKAGING TAPES
PRO-SEAL™ 300 HOT MELT 
PLOYPROPYLENE

PRO-SEAL™ 300AC  
2 MIL ACRYLIC

PRO-SEAL™ 340HD HEAVY DUTY 
RUBBER ADHESIVE 
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Extra thick, super strong. Engineered for heavy-duty carton seal-
ing applications. Has high impact resistance. Designed for smooth, 
easy dispensing by either manual or automatic units.

Outstanding holding power. Water and abrasion resistant. Excel-
lent for all general purpose carton sealing applications. Designed 
for smooth, easy dispensing.

Pro-Seal 300AC is a general purpose carton sealing tape with an 
acrylic adhesive system. The acrylic adhesive makes this tape ideal 
in both extreme cold and hot temperature conditions. Outstanding 
holding power and a non-yellowing adhesive which assures the 
maximum readability of carton markings when using the clear.

PRO-SEAL™ 350 1.8 MIL 
LABEL PROTECTION 

 Clear label protection tape. Excellent water and abrasion resis-
tance. Made for the purpose of holding labels to cartons. Can also 
be used for sealing and bundling. Has high impact resistance.

   Thickness: 1.8mils                               Tensile: 23 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch     Elongation: 120% 

 Temperature Range: N/A

  Thickness: 2mils                          Tensile: 18 lbs./Inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 22 oz./inch     Elongation: 100% 

  Temperature Range: 32°- 140° F

  Thickness: 3.4mils    Tensile: 45 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch Elongation: 200%

  Temperature Range: N/A

   Thickness: 1.8 mils    Tensile: 23 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch Elongation: 120%

  Temperature Range: N/A

Tan

Blue

Purple
Tan
Clear

Black
White

Yellow
Orange
Red

Green

Clear
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MASKING TAPES
PRO-785 MEDIUM TEMPERATURE 
CLEAN REMOVAL

PRO-795™ 
GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE

PRO-MASK 46 COLORED CREPE 
MASKING TAPE 

ARTIST TAPE TM PRINTABLE 
FLATBACK WRITE-ON TAPE

FL-Green

Flatback kraft masking tape available in 11 colors. 
Used for color coding and labeling. Backing is directly 
printable. Clean removal repositional adhesive. Colors 
available: white, black, green, blue, red, yellow, orange, 
fl. Orange, fl. pink, fl. yellow, and fl. green. PH neutral.

Pro-46 is a general purpose colored crepe masking 
tape used on a wide variety of surfaces. This masking 
tape can be used for packaging, labeling, bundling, 
color coding, holding, binding, decorating and splic-
ing identification. Pro 46 can also be custom printed.

Pro-795 masking tape provides excellent adhesion  
to a wide variety of surfaces. Applications include  
light bundling, packaging, closing, and light  
duty masking.

  Thickness: 5mils                          Tensile: 16 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 33 oz./inch          Elongation: 7% 

  Temperature Range: 140° F

Pro-785 provides excellent adhesion to a wide 
variety of surfaces and a wide range of application 
fields including commercial and residential painting 
and construction, industrial masking, holding, and 
packaging. This is a clean removal masking tape.

  Thickness: 5.9 mils                              Tensile: 21 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 39 oz./inch        Elongation: 8%

  Temperature Range: 150° F 

  Thickness: 6.4mils                       Tensile: 21 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 39 oz./inch        Elongation: 8%

  Temperature Range: 150° F 

  Thickness: 6.5mils                            Tensile: 23 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 44 oz./inch        Elongation: 11%

  Temperature Range: 180° F

Blue

Purple
Pink

Black
White

Yellow
Orange
Red

Green

Blue

FL- Yellow
FL-Pink

Black
White

Yellow
Orange
Red

Green

Light Blue
FL- Orange



MASKING TAPES
PRO-DRAFTING TAPE REPOSITIONABLE 
DRAFTING CREPE PAPER

PRO-SCENIC 708 GREEN 
8 DAY SAFE REALEASE

PRO-SCENIC ™ 714 BLUE 
14 DAY SAFE RELEASE
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Pro-Scenic Blue Mask is a blue masking tape engineered for the 
most demanding jobs. Will remove cleanly for up to 14 days, even 
with direct exposure to sunlight and high humidity. Uses are paint 
shops, marine painting applications and outdoor masking.

Pro-Drafting Tape has a specially formulated adhesive system de-
signed for the drafting and stationary trades. It’s easily removable, 
even from delicate surfaces like paper. It doesn’t leave any residue 
when removed. This is why engineers and architects use this tape 
on their blueprints. Resists water, solvents, and oils.

Pro-708 removes cleanly from painted metal, wood, glass, and 
sheetrock for up to 8 days. Highly conformable and UV resistant. 
High quality rubber-based adhesive system.

PRO-SCENIC 728 PURPLE 
30 DAY SAFE RELEASE

Pro-728 has a low tack adhesive system that can be applied to 
delicate surfaces for up to 30 days. and still remove cleanly without 
leaving any residue. Especially good for wall paper, wallboard, or 
ceiling tiles.

  Thickness: 5.3mils                        Tensile: 23 lbs./inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 18 oz./inch          Elongation: 8% 

  Temperature Range: N/A

  Thickness: 6.1mils                       Tensile: 22 lbs./Inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 33 oz./inch         Elongation: 8% 

  Temperature Range: 150° F

  Thickness: 5.1mils                      Tensile: 25 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 25 oz./inch         Elongation: 5%

 Temperature Range: N/A

  Thickness: 5.4mils                       Tensile: 22 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 25 oz./inch        Elongation: 12%

 Temperature Range: 40°-180° F



SAFETY TAPES
PRO-50 
PREMIUM VINYL LANE MARKING TAPE

PRO-48  
VINYL DIAGONAL SAFETY STRIPES

PRO-36 
REFLECTIVE TAPE

PRO-CAUTION RIBBON 
NON-ADHESIVE BARRICADE
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Black          Yellow
Black          White
Red             White
Magenta   Yellow

Pro-48 is a soft PVC vinyl with excellent resistance to acids, alka-
lines, bacteria, corrosion and oils. Used for lane and floor marking. 
Optically strong and satisfies all OSHA requirements.

  Thickness: 6mils                               Tensile: 18 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 50 oz./inch        Elongation: 150% 

  Temperature Range: N/A

Red
Green
Black
Orange
Grey

White
Purple
Blue

Brown
Yellow

Clear

Premium vinyl tape designed for safety marking and lane marking 
on floors. Optically strong and chemical resistant. Satisfies all OSHA 
marking requirments. Available in 11 colors. 

  Thickness: 6mils                              Tensile: 18 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 30 oz./inch       Elongation: 150% 

  Temperature Range: N/A

  Thickness: 5.5/6.6mils                   

  Outdoor Durability: 2 years when properly applied 

Service Temperature Range: -40°/+180°

  Thickness: 3mils                 

  Size: 3” x 1000 ft.  

  Standard Color: Yellow with Black print

Pro-36 reflective vinyls are enclosed lens, retroreflective films  
which meet or exceed the applicable requirements of federal  
specification LS300C (reflectivity 3). Pro-36 films have been  
designed for advertising/promotion, bumper stickers, vehicle 
emblems and a variety of decorative striping applications. 
Optical Properties: Reflective intensity meets or exceeds LS300C, 
table IV, reflectivity 3.

Pro Barricade ribbon is a 3mil polyethylene non-adhesive tape 
used to limit entry to hazardous or restricted areas, Ideal for crime 
and fire scenes, construction sites, roadwork areas, sporting ven-
ues, and any place where crowd control is required. Standard print 
is “CAUTION”. Custom prints are available. All prints are Bold, clear 
and concise. Resistant to adverse weather conditions.

Orange
Green
Yellow
Blue
White

Red

Silver



SAFETY TAPES
PRO-GLOW® 
GLOW IN THE DARK VINYL TAPE

PRO-GLOW®  SAFETY TAPES
GLOW IN THE DARK SPECIALTY TAPES

PRO-15 GRIT BASED
ANTI-SLIP TAPE
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  Thickness: 18mils                        Tensile: 50 lbs./Inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 50 oz./inch    Elongation: 100% 

  Temperature Range: N/A

  Thickness: 32 mils                          

  Adhesion: Permanent Acrylic         

  Temperature Range: 30° to 200° F

  Thickness: 18mils                            Tensile: 50 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 50 oz./inch        Elongation: 100% 

  Temperature Range: N/A

Pro-240 glow tape has a non-radioactive chemical light source 
incorporated into a flexible vinyl film; that glows in total darkness 
after exposure to artificial light. There is no limit to the amount 
of times this tape can be recharged. Ten seconds is normally what 
is required for charging. Glow tape can be printed and die-cut to 
custom shapes and sizes.

Pro-15 is a grip based anti-slip tape with an aggressive adhesive 
system that conforms to irregular surfaces. The acrylic adhesive 
bond strengthens with time and heat. Available in narrow an 
wide widths.

Pro-Glow safety arrows have a non radioactive chemical light 
source incorporated into a flexible vinyl film that glows in total 
darkness after exposure to artificial light. There is no limit to the 
amount of times these arrows can be recharged. Ten seconds is 
normally what is required for charging. Can be used in hallways, 
on floors, any dark area where direction may be needed.

Grey

Black

PRO-17  
VINYL BASED ANTI-SLIP TAPE

Clear

Tan
Grey
Black
White

Pro-17 is a premium vinyl anti-slip tape used in a wide variety  
of applications including stairs, boats bookshelves, floors or 
anywhere you want to create a non-slip surface. It is available  
in narrow and wide widths.

  Thickness: 14.5mils                          

  Adhesion: Permanent Acrylic        

  Temperature Range: -40° to 200° F



FOIL & ELECTRICAL TAPES

PRO-882L CONDUCTIVE 
COPPER FOIL TAPE

PRO-804L  
3MIL ALUMINUM FOIL TAPE
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Construction of this tape permits conductivity along, as well 
as through, tape and adhesive. Solderable for circuit repair on 
PC boards. Electro-magnetic and radio frequency shielding of 
microwave components, cables, antennas and motors. 
Meets Military specification Mil-T-47012 and UL 510 flame test.
Resistivity through adhesive:10 milliohms/sq.in, max.

PRO-PLUS™ VINYL ELECTRICAL TAPE

Typically used in insulating wire splices, harness wrapping and general industrial 
maintenance applications. It is a  vinyl plastic insulating tape designed for use 

where a good quality UL listed product is required. Comes in 9 colors.  
Available in both bulk and boxed.

Pro-804L is a 3mil dead soft aluminum foil tape coated with an 
aggressive acrylic based adhesive system with a removable paper 
liner. Performs well at both low and elevated temperatures. Used for 
vapor barrier protection, waterproof sealing, heat reflection and dis-
sipation and masking in paint stripping and electroplating.

Grey
Orange

Red
Yellow
Green

Blue
Brown
White

Black

  Thickness: 7mils                                 Tensile: 20 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 25 oz./inch     Elongation: 200% 

  Dielectric strength: 9,500 volts

  Thickness: 3mils                               Tensile: 17.8 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 72 oz./inch        Elongation: 3.5% 

  Temperature Range: -4° F to 250° F

  Thickness: 3.5mils                               Tensile: 20 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 35 oz./inch        Elongation: 4% 

  Temperature Range: -40° F to 325° F



PRO-808L ALUMINUM 
FOIL TAPE 2MIL
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Pro-808L is a 2mil dead soft aluminum foil tape coated with 
an aggressive acrylic based adhesive system and a removable 
paper liner. Performs well at both low and elevated tempera-
tures. Used for vapor barrier protection, waterproof sealing, 
heat reflection and dissipation, masking in paint stripping 
and electroplating.

  Thickness: 2mils                        Tensile: 48 lbs./Inch 

  Adhesion to steel: 60 oz./inch        Elongation: 5% 

  Temperature Range: 200° F

FOIL & ELECTRICAL TAPES
PRO-831 
5 MIL LEAD FOIL TAPE

Pro-831 is a 5mil  lead foil tape with an aggressive acrylic 
adhesive offering good solvent resistance and excellent  
aging characteristics. This product can be used for decora-
tive leaded windows, as a vapor barrier, radiation x-ray 
shielding and as a mask for electroplating. 

  Thickness: 5 Mils                            Tensile: 20 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 45 oz./inch        Elongation: N/A 

  Temperature Range: -60° TO 300° F

PRO-703 
GLASS CLOTH TAPE

Pro-703 is a 7mil glass cloth tape used for coil wrap 
banding and crossover insulation. High temperature 
silicone rubber adhesive. 

  Thickness: 7 mils                              Tensile: 170 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch        Elongation: 8%

  Insulation class: 130° C

PRO-640L 
PTFE GLASS CLOTH TAPE LINED

Pro-640L has high temperature resistance, superior  
dimensional stability, and non-stick anti-friction charac-
teristics. Can be used to cover heat seal bars and release 
sheets on composite tooling and heated platens, roll cover-
ing, slider bed liners and chute liners. Performs well under 
humid conditions.

  Thickness: 3mils                               Tensile: 70 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch        Elongation: 5%

  Temperature Range: 180° F 



INDUSTRIAL GRADE FOIL & ELECTRICAL TAPES
PRO-950AS ANTI-STATIC 
1MIL POLYIMIDE FILM TAPE

PRO-950 UL 510 RECOGNIZED
1 MIL POLYMIDE FILM TAPE

PRO-980 POLYESTER
SILICONE RED 

PRO-981 POLYESTER
SILICONE BLUE
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Pro-981 is a 1-mil polyester film with 2-mils of silicone adhesive. 
Designed to perform in all phases of the masking operations 
during printed circuit board production. Helps protect the circuitry 
from splashes and fumes of chemicals; used in tin/lead stripping 
and gold tab plating. Pro 981 can also be used as a silicone splicing 
tape. Translucent blue in color.

Pro-980 is a 1-mil polyester film, single coated with a silicone 
pressure sensitive adhesive. This product is engineered for 
applications where no residue is a requirement. Used for stop-off 
applications in the production of printed circuit boards. Particularly 
for use in tin/lead stripping and  “gold-finger” plating operations. 
Can also be used as a silicone, splicing tape. 
Translucent red in color.

Pro-950 has a silicone adhesive ideally suited for continuous high 
temperature operating conditions. Widely used for cross-over insula-
tion and outer protective wraps on bobbin wound coils, and on form 
wound coils for large rotating machines to bundle conductors and 
reinforce insulation. Provides outstanding puncture, tear, and  
abrasion resistance at elevated temperatures.

Suited for continuous high temperature operating conditions. Used as a 
ground barrier and phase insulation in high performance torroidal coils, 
high frequency motors; also for end turn bundling and connection insula-
tion in small motors. Used for cross-over insulation and outer wraps on 
bobbin wound coils for large rotating machines to bundle conductors and 
reinforce insulation. Also used as wave solder masking of printed circuit 
boards and in electronics, where anti-static is necessary.

  Thickness: 1mils                                   Tensile: 25 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 20 oz./inch        Elongation: 50%

  Temperature Range: 360° F

  Thickness: 1mil (2.5 total)         Tensile: 30 lbs/Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 25 oz./inch        Elongation: 70%

  Temp. Range: Max 500° F    Dielectric Strength: 7500 vlts

  Thickness: 4mils                          Tensile: 23 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 25 oz./inch      Elongation: 100%

  Temperature Range: 360° F

  Thickness: 3mils                          Tensile: 23 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 20 oz./inch      Elongation: 100%

  Temperature Range: 360° F



DOUBLE COATED TAPES
PRO-400™
DOUBLE COATED CREPE PAPER TAPE

PRO-406™ DOUBLE COATED CLEAR 
POLYESTER TAPE

PRO-410
CORRUGATED SPLICING TAPE

PRO-408 DOUBLE COATED 
CLEAR POLYESTER FILM 
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Pro 408 is a double coated high tack polyester film coated on 
both sides with an aggressive acrylic adhesive system on a white 
kraft liner. This product is ideal for splicing, joining, mounting or 
laminating.

Pro-400 is used where an economical general purpose double 
coated tape where high adhesion values are needed. 
Crepe substrate offers strength and conformability. 
Great for splicing and core start up applications.

  Pro 406 is an aggressive, double coated polyester film ideal for 
mounting, holding, joining, and splicing.  Densified kraft liner. 
Bonds to a broad range of substrates. Stability in die-cutting 
and processing. High temperature.

Pro-410 is a high tack/high shear double coated corrugated splic-
ing tape. Utilizes an aggressive solvent based acrylic adhesive sys-
tem that’s guaranteed to hold to even the roughest surfaces, even 
after exposure to heating drums. The product of choice for single, 
double, and multi-wall corrugated. Great for core start up.

  Thickness: 2.5mils                              Tensile: 16 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 80 oz./inch Both sides          

  Elongation: 5%

  Thickness: 3.5mils            Tensile: 24 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 150 oz./inch

 Temperature Range: 175° F

  Thickness: 4.5mils                          

  Adhesion to steel: 72 oz./inch          

  Temperature Range: 180° F

  Thickness: 3.75 mils                           

  Adhesion to steel: 95 oz./inch      Elongation 5%    

  Temperature Range:  -40° to 300° F



DOUBLE COATED TAPES
PRO-3000 SERIES RUBBER-BASED
DOUBLE COATED WHITE FOAM TAPE

PRO-500
DOUBLE COATED CLOTH TAPE

PRO-3000A SERIES ACRYLIC
DOUBLE COATED WHITE FOAM TAPE

PRO-2016R REMOVABLE/REMOVABLE 
FOAM TAPE
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Pro-500 is a double sided cloth tape which features  resi-
due free removal. Applications include carpet hold down 
for conventions and exhibitions and multi-purpose use for 
general mounting and holding. Pro 500 comes on a blue or 
white LDPE film liner. 

Thickness 
3008 - 1/8” 
3016 - 1/16” 
3032 - 1/32”

 Pro-3008 is a double coated foam tape developed for gen-
eral purpose bonding applications. The foam is 1/8” thick 
closed cell white polyethylene  coated on both sides with 
an aggressive rubber based adhesive. The 1/8” thickness 
provides a gap filling function that aids in the joining of 
uneven or irregular surfaces.

Pro-2016R is a 1/16” thick closed cell cross linked polyethylene 
foam tape coated on both sides with a removable high perfor-
mance rubber based adhesive. This product has immediate bond 
strength, is conformable to irregular surfaces, and removes with-
out splitting foam. Typical applications include plastic extrusion, 
signage, wire raceways, wire mounts and trim.  
Comes on a blue kraft liner.

A closed cell crosslinked polyethylene foam tape coated on both 
sides with a high performance, acrylic based adhesive. An excel-
lent mounting tape for plastic, metal or wood. The acrylic adhesive 
system is recommended for outdoor applications due to it’s higher 
temperature, UV, weather, chemical, and plasticizer resistance. 
Adheres well to textured and irregular surfaces. Also can be used 
for sound dampening and gaskets. Can be easily die-cut.

  Thickness: 11mils                             Tensile: 20 lbs. 

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch         

  Temperature Range: 200° F

  Adhesion to steel: 25 oz./inch 

  Elongation: 475%

  Temperature Range: 165° F (max)

  Thickness: 1/16 inch                      Tensile: 30 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 12.5 oz./inch      

  Temperature Range: 0°-150° F 

  Adhesion to steel: 64 oz./inch

  Density: 6 lbs. Per cubic foot

  Temperature Range: 150° F

Thickness 
3008A - 1/8” 
3016A - 1/16” 
3032A - 1/32”



DOUBLE COATED TAPES
PRO-154 ACRYLIC TRANSFER TAPE 
2MIL ATG- 1” CORE

PRO-155 ADHESIVE 2MIL     
TRANSFER TAPE - 3” CORE

PRO-156 ACRYLIC TRANSFER TAPE 
5MIL ATG- 1” CORE

PRO-156 ADHESIVE TRANSFER 
TAPE 5 MIL  3” CORE
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  Thickness: 2mils                                Tensile: N/A

  Adhesion to steel: 32 oz./inch         Elongation: N/A

  Temperature Range: 250° F

  Thickness: 5mils                                Tensile: N/A

  Adhesion to steel: 75 oz./inch       Elongation: N/A

  Temperature Range: 250° F

  Thickness: 5mils                                Tensile: N/A

  Adhesion to steel: 75 oz./inch         Elongation: N/A

  Temperature Range: 250° F

  Thickness: 2mils                                Tensile: N/A

  Adhesion to steel: 20 oz./inch         Elongation: N/A

  Temperature Range: 390° F

Pro-154 is an excellent adhesive for flying splices on 
papers, films, and foils. This product can be used for 
laminating, mounting of photos, nameplates, identifi-
cation plates and any miscellaneous holding. Reverse 
wound on 1” ID core that can be used with the 
Pro ATG gun for easy dispensing.

Pro 156 is ideal for bonding a wide variety of similar 
and dissimilar materials such as metal, wood, papers, 
plastics and painted surfaces. Great for mounting and 
core start up. This product is reverse wound on 1” ID 
cores for use in the ATG Dispensers. 

Pro-156 transfer tape is a roll with pressure sensitive 
acrylic adhesive on a release liner. When pressed, ad-
hesive side down to the back of a foam gasket, name 
plate or other surface, the adhesive grips immediately. 
Liner protects adhesive, transfers from the liner to the 
substrate; ready to bond.

Pro-155 is used for mounting and holding, splicing of 
paper, cardboard, plastics, wood, glass and textiles. 
The acrylic high tack permanent adhesive has an  
operating temperature range to 390° F



DOUBLE COATED TAPE
PRO-970 DOUBLE COATED 
HIGH PERFORMANCE PVC

PRO-965 DOUBLE COATED 
POLYPROPYLENE PINK PET LINER

PRO-EHB DOUBLE COATED FOAM TAPES
(Extreme High Bond)

PRO-5110G GREY PRO-5100C CLEAR PRO-5110W WHITE PRO-5050C CLEAR
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  Thickness: 8mils                         Tensile: 80 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 80 lbs./inch      Elongation: 20% 

  Temperature Range: 0° F to 392° F

Thickness: 45mils

Tensile: 90 lbs./Inch

Elongation: 850%

Thickness: 40mils

Tensile: 85 lbs./Inch

Elongation: 800%

Thickness: 45mils

Tensile: 90 lbs./Inch

Elongation: 850%

Thickness: 20mils

Tensile: 70 lbs./Inch

Elongation: 750%

  Thickness: 8.3mils                       Tensile: 18 lbs./Inch

  Adhesion to steel: 85 oz./inch      Elongation: 161% 

  Temperature Range: -4° F to 194° F

A double coated acrylic adhesive tape consisting of trans-
parent, polyester film with a red polypropylene release 
liner. The adhesive is especially resistant to plasticizers and 
offers a secure bond even at elevated temperatures. Suit-
able for the most demanding applications and offers good 
UV resistance. Adheres well to plastics, metal, or wood. 

 

A double coated tape consisting of a PVC carrier and an 
acrylic adhesive system. It’s used in permanent mounting 
of nameplates, wood trim, rubber weather stripping and 
seam holding for sewing. Bonds well to most substrates 
including plastic, metal, and wood. Good resistance against 
solvents, chemical, UV, and heat. Gold glassine liner.

 

Used in many indoor and outdoor applications. EHB tape often replaces spot welds, rivets, nails, liquid adhesives and other 
permanent fasteners. Bonds well to glass, painted surfaces and medium to low surface energy plastics.

 Peel Adhesion 90 degree peel: 17.8 lbs/inch on all. Modified acrylic adhesive.



SPECIALTY TAPES
PRO-FAST®  ADHESIVE BACKED  
HOOK & LOOP FASTENER

PRO-SHEEN®

METALIZED FILM TAPE

PRO-SEAL 300P CUSTOM PRINTED  
POLYPROPYLENE TAPE

PRO-DIE CUTS
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All TAPES ARE AVAILABLE IN DIE CUTS
Call for quotes.

  Pro-Fast is a high performance hot melt pressure sensitive 
adhesive backed hook & loop fastener with excellent quick 
stick characteristics as well as high peel adhesion to a wide 
variety of substrates. Performs well at both high and low 
temperatures.  Standard colors are black and white. Colors 
available on a special order basis.

   Pro-Sheen is a premium grade metallized polyester 
film in 7 vibrant colors. Can be used as a decorative 
tape, color coding, cueing, and splicing. Polyester 
backing is strong and durable with an aggressive 
acrylic adhesive. 

Printed box sealing tapes. Custom and standard 
prints. Outstanding holding power. Water and 
abrasion resistant. Excellent for all general purpose 
carton sealing applications. Designed for smooth, 
easy dispensing.

  Thickness: N/A                                 Peel strength 180

  Adhesion to steel: 90 oz./inch        Elongation: N/A 

  Temperature Range: 0 TO 160° F

  Thickness: 2 mils                              Tensile: 25 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 32 oz./inch        Elongation: N/A

  Temperature Range: 250° F (max)

  Thickness: 2mils                             Tensile: 23 lbs.

  Adhesion to steel: 40 oz./inch      Elongation: 120%

  Temperature Range: N/A

Black
White

Silver

Green
Black
Red

Blue
Copper
Gold



SPECIALTY TAPES
PRO-PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE

Blue
Clear

PRO-603 10 MIL  PIPE WRAP 

PRO-SPV224 SURFACE 
PROTECTION VINYL

PRO-4000  SURFACE 
PROTECTION PAPER
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Pro 603 10mil PVC is a pipe wrap/surface protection tape
highly resistant to sun, water, oil, acids, and corrosive 
chemicals while providing electrical protection. Protects 
pipe joints and conduit couplings for overhead or direct 
buried applications. Bacteria, fungus and abrasion resistant. 
Flame retardant. Thick, tough, and resiliant. 

Takes the hassle and mess out of using transfer tapes. 
Tears cleanly with no stringy adhesive mess and our improved ad-
hesive system is very forgiving. Pulls apart easily, with no adhesive 
transfer. Clean, slit to order edges provide easy unwinding of tape 
rolls. Superior performance in wet applications with no gluey 
mess or time consuming clean up. Used for pallet wrap, metal 
protection, and decal transfer.  

Light blue plasticized PVC film with low tack adhesive. This tape 
is designed to protect polished metals during severe mechanical 
processing such as: deep-drawing (where the tape also acts as a 
lubricant), profiling and bending. It will resist UV radiation and is 
suitable for outdoor use. Protects glass, metal, aluminum, stainless 
steel, and all types of metal.

Commonly known as “Teflon tape”, “PTFE tape”, “tape dope”, or 
“plumber’s tape” — is a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film cut to 
specified widths for use in sealing pipe threads. Wrapped around 
the exposed threads of a pipe before it is screwed into place. Used 
commercially in pressurized water systems, such as central heat-
ing systems, air compression equipment and thread joints with 
coarse threads. Meets Mil-T-27730A.

  Thickness: 10mils                        Tensile: 23 lbs./inch

  Adhesion to steel: 22 oz./inch       Elongation: 200% 

  Dielectric Strength: 10,000 Volts

  Thickness: 4 mils                       

  Backing: White translucent latex saturated paper 

  Adhesive: Water based natural latex

  Thickness: 3 mils                       

  Adhesion to steel: 2.5 to 7 oz./inch 

  Colors: Translucent Light Blue and Clear

  Thickness: 3.5 mils            

Black
White White



PRO-SC-50

PRO-E-3 PRO-LP-6

PRO-H-100

PRO-SL-1

PRO-MR-35

PRO-H75CP-SS

PRO-770 SPRAY ADHESIVE 
& CITRUS CLEANERPRO-Z-CUT 3
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DISPENSERS & ADHESIVES

2” wide pistol grip carton sealer with adjustable 
brake and mainly steel construction; this unit 
also has a spring loaded non-reversing gate and 
Anatural rubber roller help keep the tape in the 
proper sealing position.

The TACH-IT E-3 Bag Sealer is an economical 
alternative to bag sealing. Applying an adhesive 
to adhesive tape flag seal to the top of a poly bag, 
the E-3 gives a secure, inexpensive closure. Made 
of hi-impact plastic, the E-3 is durable. Mounts in 
a vertical or horizontal direction, and requires no 
operator training or tools to change the tape.

Simple easy to use bench top label protection 
and pouch tape dispenser. Economical and made 
of durable, hi-impact plastic, this machine can be 
mounted to work on any surface. Unit accepts 
tape up to 6” wide and has an orientation grid 
on the platform for ease of use and precise label 
placement.

Double sided top loading all steel carton sealer 
for up to 4” wide label projection, carton sealing 
or document enclosed tape. Designed for the 
toughest jobs.

Small manual bench top, definite length tape 
dispenser accepts most tapes up to 1” wide with a 
maximum roll diameter of 5 1/2”. Smooth action le-
ver delivers up to 4” of tape. Longer lengths of tape 
can be achieved by multiple pushes of the lever. 

The  MR 35 desk dispenser utilizes a split mandrel 
which allows them to be used with either 1 roll 
or multiple rolls of tape The MR 25 will handle 
1 roll of tape up to 2” wide or 2 rolls up to up to 
1” wide each. Works with 1 roll of tape up to 3” 
wide, 3 roll of tape up to 1” wide each or 1 roll of 
1” and 1 roll of 2” wide tape. Two from column A, 
1 from column B

Professional heavy duty all steel frame carton 
sealer for tape up to 3” wide. Easy loading. 
Available with adjustable brake.

Pro Natural Citrus Cleaner is formulated to be used 
as a degreaser and adhesive remover on most 
substrates. Noncorrosive, has a pleasant citrus scent. 
Testing on all substrates is recommended to 
determine compatibility and suitability for use.
Container size: 16 fluid oz.
Flammability: Extremely flammable
 

Used either automatically or manually with almost 
all types of tape. Extremely rugged dispenser 
feeds and automatically cuts tapes from .59” to 
2.36” in with and from 1.97” to 39” in length. 
Designed for continuous industrial applications, 
it features an upward motion safety shield and a 
fully enclosed metal cabinet. Clean, straight cut 
and consistent tape lengths are ensured with the 
easily replaceable inexpensive cutting blade. This 
bench top unit is easy to use and load.

Pro-770 adhesive spray is formulated to exhibit fast, 
aggressive tack with low soak in for long lasting 
bonds. Non-staining and water white in color. 
Base: Synthetic resins and styrene butadiene  
copolymer mixture
Application Temperature: -10F to 100F
Bonding time: 15 seconds to 5 minutes 



Specialty  & Industrial Tapes
732-346-0900
Outside NJ: 1-800-345-0234
Fax: 732-729-7373
E-Mail: Sales@protapes.com 
www.ProTapes.com 

621 Route 1 South, 
North Brunswick, NJ 08902

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
PRICES: Subject to change without notice. Orders will be billed at the price in effect on shipping date.

ASSORTING PRIVILEGE: Full cases of all products are assortable with each other for quantity pricing. Fill-In 
privileges will exist for 30 days after the placement of a stocking order. Freight will be charged on all Fill-In 
orders that are less than $3,000.00

DROP SHIPMENTS: Shipping charges will be added to all drop-ship orders. Contact Customer Service for details.

CUSTOM WIDTHS: Widths not listed are available.Contact Customer Service for details.

TRANSPORTATION CHARGES: F.O.B. shipping point. Freight prepaid and allowed via the lowest cost routing within 
the Continental United States on all orders with a value of $3,000.00 or more. Freight charges to Alaska and Hawaii 
are quoted upon request.

RETURNS: All returns quality or otherwise, must be authorized. A Return Merchandise Authorization number must 
be obtained through Customer Service prior to the return of merchandise.

MINIMUM ORDERS: $250

TERMS: Net 30 days for approved accounts.

WARRANTIES AND LIMITED REMEDIES: THE FOLLOWING WARRANTY IS MADE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY ARISING OUT OF A 
COURSE OF DEALING, A CUSTOM USAGE OR TRADE.

Pro Tapes  warrants its tapes will be free from defects in materials and manufacture for a period of 6 months from 
date of shipment from our warehouse. If a tape is proven to be defective, then the exclusive remedy of Pro Tapes and 
itssole obligations shall be, at Pro Tapes option, to replace the quantity of tape that has been proven defective or to 
refund the purchase price. The responsibility to determine suitability of the product for its intended use, lies solely 
with the purchaser.

LIMITS IF LIABILITY: Pro Tapes shall not be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages 
based upon breach of warranty, breach of contract, negligence, strict liability or any other legal theory.

Copyright 2010 Pro Tapes & Specialties, Inc.


